Establishing homes in Jung-gu centered around Namdaemun market

‘Namsan refugee garden’ established by planting North Korean pine trees
Once consisting of thousands of members... now only 250 left

Refugees are longing to visit their hometown, more so due to the launch reality of a divided country. The refugees participate in a maengyangjinje (nostalgia ceremony) at the Gwanghwamoon Peace Observatory maengyangjinje during the Chuseok or Hanak (the 15th day of weather solstice)
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President Bong-suk Hwang, Jung-gu Council for Refugees

“My wish is to see my sister once again before I pass away.”

President Bong-suk Hwang is the youngest daughter of Ma-yoo Kim, who was remarried with her two daughters left in North Korea through video call. I have not been able to reach them since.”

President Hwang, with a smile, also stated that “I am hoping to see the day when I’ll be able to meet my two-sisters at my hometown in North Korea.”

Top 6 North Korean Dishes in Jung-gu

1. Pyeongyang Naengmyeon
This cold noodle dish is made of buckwheat flour. Naengmyeon restaurant is a famous restaurant with a history over 60 years.

2. Hamheung Naengmyeon
This cold, mixed noodle dish is made of starch and added with raw fish.

3. Jokbal
This is a boiled pig’s foot. Refugees started selling this dish in Jeonghung-dong, and 2nd generation owners are running different restaurants.

4. Ebukshik Jjim
A whole chicken soup served with generous amount of rice. In the North, people used to serve this dish with green onions instead of rice.

5. Eobokjaengban
This dish is one of North Korea’s most popular, placing bean sprouts, tofu, and kimchi inside a dumpling skin.

6. Mandoo
This dish is one of North Korea’s most popular, placing bean sprouts, tofu, and kimchi inside a dumpling skin.
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